Available Positions:

**Receiving** - This volunteer position is responsible for the receiving area at Experienced Merchandise. Occasional lifting required up to (40 lbs). Receivers process all incoming donations. Donations are separated into clothing, seasonal, and other categories. Receiving is responsible for pricing items to be placed on sales floor and keeping the back area organized and free of clutter. Individuals in receiving should also be trained on cash register/credit card functions in case needed. The thrift store receives donations during operation hours only:

**Cash Register** - This volunteer position is during business hours only and is responsible for all sales transactions at Experienced Merchandise. This position requires knowledge of cash register and credit card machine transactions. Training available as needed. Friendly disposition and good with people preferred as this position is the first and last seen upon arriving and leaving Experienced Merchandise. Top notch haggling skills always a plus. During slow times, it’s expected that Cash Register volunteers help with straightening the store and general organization.

**Thrift Store Storage Organizer** - This volunteer position is responsible for storing and organizing off site merchandise in an easily accessible and organized fashion. The storage modular is located onsite at Christian Center Church. In addition to organizing the Thrift Store Storage Organizer is responsible for transporting merchandise between locations.

**Floor organizer** - This volunteer position is during business hours only. The floor organizer is responsible for keeping the shop tidy during business hours. Merchandise is frequently moved or misplaced at any retail business. If organization is your gift then this is job for you. We’re always looking for ways to change things around and with seasonal changes throughout the year this position is never dull.
Donation Pick-up - This volunteer would be willing to retrieve donations from Boulder City residents who cannot bring their items to the store. You do not need a vehicle to perform this task, just be willing to submit a driving record (reimbursable expense) and use the church van.